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There has been a fair amount of research on the prosodic systems of contact 

languages in recent years (see, e.g., Devonish, 2002; Good, 2004; Gooden, 2003; 

and Remijsen & van Heuven, 2005, among others). And, at least among the 

Atlantic creoles, such investigation has yielded interesting results. For example, 

both Saramaccan and Papiamentu have been claimed to have typologically 

unusual, and fairly complex, word-level prosody (Good, 2004; Remijsen & van 

Heuven, 2005). To some extent, such results should not be particularly surprising. 

The accentual word-level prosody of European superstrate languages was often 

quite distinct from that of creole substrates, in particular African tone languages, 

creating a typological clash potentially open to a range of resolutions (see Hyman 

(2006) for a recent overview of word-prosodic typology). Furthermore, exposure 

to prosodic features of the superstrate languages by substrate speakers would have 

been particularly extensive. Every utterance from a superstrate native speaker 



would have evinced important aspects of a language’s prosodic system. One 

would, therefore, expect some degree of transfer of the superstrate prosodic 

system into an emerging contact language. But, at the same time, one of the 

surface phonetic correlates of accent in European superstrates, pitch, would have 

been associated with a phonologically quite distinct entity in many substrates, 

tone. What the grammatical outcome should be of contact between such systems 

is not at all obvious: How would native speakers of tone languages, for example, 

have interpreted the pitch fluctuations they observed in an accentual language? 

Answering such a question would be of interest not only to creolists but also to 

prosodic phonologists, giving us a clear instance where the study of contact 

languages can contribute quite actively to another subfield of linguistics. 

This collection, therefore, is a welcome addition to the body of work on 

contact language prosody, offering new descriptive studies, theoretical 

assessments, and, in one case, a comparative-typological study. It gives us further 

information not only on the interesting prosodic systems of the Atlantic creoles 

but also expands our knowledge of contact language prosodic systems outside of 

the Atlantic by including papers on Singapore English and Michif, allowing one 

to observe outcomes of contact between European languages and substrates 

exhibiting distinct prosodies from those found in Africa. It is comprised of a short 

introduction by the editors and five articles (listed in order of presentation): Bao 

Zhiming’s theoretical study of Singapore English stress, Yolanda Rivera-



Castillo’s and Nicholas Faraclas’ comparative assessment of tone and stress in 

Atlantic creoles, Nicole Rosen’s phonological examination of stress in Michif, 

Paula Prescod’s phonetic study of utterance-level prosody in Vincentian, and 

Norval Smith’s and Lilian Adamson’s discussion of tonal phenomena in Sranan. 

The diverse subject matter of the papers is not thematically unified beyond the 

broad domain of contact language prosody. 

Zhiming’s paper focuses on cases where Singapore English “stress” patterns 

diverge from those of standard English varieties. For example, the Singapore 

English stress pattern for the standard English word phonólogy is described to be 

phònòlógy (where an acute indicates primary stress and a grave secondary stress). 

The explanation offered for such divergences is that there are two distinct metrical 

“typologies” at play in Singapore English. One is transferred from standard 

English and the other is a special Singapore English typology—whose existence 

can be attributed to the influence of Malay—and it is this second typology that 

triggers the observed deviations from standard English stress patterns. 

Unfortunately, two problems with the paper make it difficult to evaluate the 

import of Zhiming’s analyses. The first is that the paper employs a mixture of 

constraint-based explanation and rule-based formalization, using uncommon 

notational devices in some cases, which makes the discussion quite difficult to 

follow. The second, and more problematic, is the lack of adequate demonstration 

that the phenomena in question really are instances of stress in the sense 



employed for standard English. Without specific discussion of stress correlates in 

Singapore English, for example, one is left to wonder if the first two syllables of a 

Singapore English transcribed like phònòlógy are truly secondarily stressed or 

simply impressionistically more prominent than expected. Some possible 

diagnostics for stress involving vowel reduction are given (141–144), but they are 

presented as an extension of the general analysis rather than as criteria for treating 

a syllable as stressed in the first place. 

Rivera-Castillo and Faraclas’ contribution surveys the stress and tone systems 

of four Atlantic creoles: Nigerian Pidgin, Ndyuka, Papiamentu, and Saramaccan. 

The goal of the survey is to come to an understanding of the nature of the word-

prosodic systems that arose from European-African contact. An important 

conclusion reached by the paper is that the attested tone systems of Atlantic 

creoles more closely resemble those of West African languages than East Asian 

languages. This paper is admirable in its attempt both to ground discussion of 

creole prosodic systems in a well-defined typology and to situate these systems 

with respect to tone systems of other groups of languages. However, there are 

some problems. For example, the paper, rhetorically at least, implies that one can 

place the surveyed creoles and West African languages into one typological tonal 

class and East Asian and other tone languages (e.g., Mesoamerican tone 

languages) into another. But, in fact, not enough is said about tone systems 

outside of West Africa and East Asia for one to be assured of the validity of this 



broad classification. (Indeed, the proper typological survey of worldwide tone 

systems which would be a prerequisite for arriving at such a classification has not 

yet been done to this reviewer’s knowledge.) On a similar note, West African 

languages are described as often having “quite elaborate” (150) interaction 

between stress and tone, but it is not clear what this claim is based on, and, in fact, 

it is not obvious that this is true (though there are definitely some West African 

languages where there is interaction between stress and tone—see Downing 

(2004) for a relevant overview). In addition, as is often the case with survey work 

like this, there are problems with the data and its interpretation. For example, it is 

claimed that Saramaccan prepositions always carry low tones (159), but it is not 

clear how robust this generalization can be given (i) how few prepositions there 

are in the language (perhaps around four) and (ii) that one candidate for a 

preposition bóiti ‘except’ is reported to have a high tone (Rountree et al., 2000). 

However, problems like this are inevitable in such surveys, and, while they may 

weaken the strength of specific conclusions, they do not detract from their general 

value, and one may hope this paper will inspire similar work in the future. 

Particularly commendable is the inclusion of an appendix breaking down the 

features the authors’ assume to be diagnostic of tone, pitch-accent, and stress 

systems. It should serve as a worthwhile model for further work in this area. 

Rosen’s paper, like Zhiming’s, discusses the stress system of a contact 

language, in this case Michif. After covering descriptive aspects of the system, 



she borrows from the work of Hayes (1995) to formalize the stress systems of 

Michif and its two source languages, French and Plains Cree. She, thereby, shows 

how the Michif stress system is distinct from those of French and Plains Cree in a 

way that suggests it is something of a compromise between the two. She further 

argues that, since the Michif stress system operates consistently across words of 

both French and Plains Cree origin, it provides evidence against analyzing Michif 

as having a phonologically stratified lexicon wherein words of French origin 

belong to one phonological subsystem and words of Plains Cree origin belong to 

another, as has been proposed by various authors (e.g., Bakker (1997:80-86)). 

Prescod offers a phonetic study of Vincentian, establishing the role of pitch, 

intensity, and duration in distinguishing segmentally identical utterances. The 

work represents a nice addition to the relatively limited number of instrumental 

phonetic studies on the phrasal prosody of creoles available at present. It is 

somewhat preliminary in nature and more observational than analytical. For 

example, while pitch traces are provided to illustrate the disambiguating role of 

pitch in certain segmentally-identical utterances (202), the pitch contours 

themselves are not fully analyzed for their tones, as is done in similar work (see, 

e.g., Gooden (2003)). Similarly, the table that summarizes the main results of the 

study (200) limits its description of F0 to the “etic” level, and no “emic” 

interpretation is offered. However, there is helpful discussion which situates some 



of the results with respect to possible analyses of Vincentian prosodic 

constituency (206). 

The collection finishes with Smith and Adamson’s short paper on apparent 

tonal phenomena in Sranan. While a broad categorization of Sranan as a stress 

accent language, much like English, would seem to be uncontroversial, Smith and 

Adamson show that there are some corners of the language’s grammar which may 

be well-characterized as exhibiting tone. One of these is a phenomenon wherein a 

word is made emphatic by pronouncing it with a notably high pitch, which they 

analyze as resulting from the word’s being placed into a raised tonal register. 

Another are certain ideophones which appear to be lexically specified to appear 

with a high tone. While their study offers some intriguing descriptive puzzles, 

some of its conclusions must be considered preliminary. For example, to establish 

that the high pitch associated with emphasis is truly a manifestation of “tone”, one 

would need to show that it is distinct from high pitch that can appear on, say, 

English words when contrastively focused. In fact, since the realization of the 

proposed raised register is sensitive to the location of stress on the emphasized 

word (214), the default assumption would presumably be to analyze it under the 

rubric of intonation rather than tone, since similar conditioning is found in 

uncontroversially intonational languages like English. 

To conclude, the diverse papers in this collection underscore an increasing 

interest in the study of contact language prosody. Some of them, most notably 



Rivera-Castillo and Faraclas’ and Rosens’, further show how such study can 

contribute to a better understanding of the nature of processes like “creolization” 

and “mixture”, clearly contributing to the study of contact languages more 

generally. 
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